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ABSTRACT The lipid matrix present in the uppermost layer of the skin, the stratum corneum, plays a crucial role in the skin
barrier function. The lipids are organized into two lamellar phases. To gain more insight into the molecular organization of one of
these lamellar phases, we performed neutron diffraction studies. In the diffraction pattern, five diffraction orders were observed
attributed to a lamellar phase with a repeat distance of 5.4 nm. Using contrast variation, the scattering length density profile could
be calculated showing a typical bilayer arrangement. To obtain information on the arrangement of ceramides in the unit cell,
a mixture that included a partly deuterated ceramide was also examined. The scattering length density profile of the 5.4-nm
phase containing this deuterated ceramide demonstrated a symmetric arrangement of the ceramides with interdigitating acyl
chains in the center of the unit cell.
INTRODUCTION
The skin forms the interface between the human body and
the environment. It protects our body against various biolog-
ical and chemical hazards and from desiccation in a dry envi-
ronment. The outermost layer of the skin, the stratum
corneum (SC), forms the main barrier against diffusion of
substances across the skin (1). This layer consists of overlap-
ping flattened dead skin cells. Each cell is surrounded by
lipids, which serve as themortar between the cells. The lipids
formmultiple sheets of lamellae and aremainly composed of
ceramides (CERs), cholesterol (CHOL), and free fatty acids
(FFAs). These lipid classes are present in an approximately
equimolar ratio (2). The lipids are organized in two lamellar
phases with repeat distances of ~6 and 13 nm, also referred to
as the short periodicity phase (SPP) and long periodicity
phase (LPP), respectively (3–7). Despite the high level of
CHOL, the lipids form predominantly a crystalline lateral
packing (4,8). This is different from phospholipid
membranes, in which high levels of CHOL induce the forma-
tion of a liquid-ordered phase (9–11). In the SC, the CERs
are a crucial component in the formation of the lamellar
phases that constitute the main barrier function. In previous
studies, we mainly focused on the formation and molecular
organization of the LPP (3,4,12–14). In this study, we focus
on the molecular organization of the SPP. Not only in SC, but
also inmembranes of living cells the CERs play an important
role, especially in the formation of lipid rafts (15,16).

Previous studies showed that mixtures prepared with
either synthetic CER or native CER mixed with CHOL
and with FFA mimic the SC lipid organization very closely
(17–19). Although CER and CHOL play a prominent role in
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the formation of the two lamellar phases, the addition of
FFAs is crucial for the formation of the densely packed
orthorhombic crystalline structure (17,20). A more-detailed
analysis of the lipid composition revealed that the FFAs are
predominantly saturated and have a wide distribution of
chain lengths, in which the chain lengths of 22 and 24 C
atoms are most abundantly present (21).

In addition, there are 11 subclasses of CER identified in
human SC (22–24). However, in the synthetic CER mixture
that we used in our previous studies, five subclasses of CER
are present that closely mimic the composition of pig SC.
These subclasses consist of either a sphingosine (S) or phy-
tosphingosine (P) base, whereas the acyl chain is a nonhy-
droxy (n), a-hydroxy (A), or u-hydroxy chain (25). The
corresponding nonhydroxy and a-hydroxy CERs that are
present in this synthetic CER mixture are denoted as CER
NP, CER NS, CER AS, and CER AP. The molecular struc-
ture of these CERs is displayed in Fig. 1. In the synthetic
CER mixture used in previous studies, an u-hydroxy CER
is present (26). This CER possesses a longer acyl chain
length (C30) and has a linoleic acid chemically bound to
its u-hydroxy group (indicated with EO). It is denoted as
CER EOS. Using these CER subclasses, mixed with
CHOL and FFA, it was demonstrated that EOS is very
important for the formation of the LPP and that the mixtures
closely mimicked the lamellar phase behavior of mixtures
prepared from either isolated human or pig CER (13,26).

Although the above studies were very relevant for
providing information on the role the various lipid classes
play in the lipid organization, no detailed information was
obtained about the localization and molecular arrangement
of the molecules within the unit cell. In this respect in
several other studies, progress has been made using simpli-
fied ternary or quaternary lipid mixtures. The mixtures
included mainly CER AP with a short acyl-chain length of
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.02.001
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FIGURE 1 Molecular structure of the synthetic CER used in themixtures.
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18 C atoms, CHOL, and cholesterol sulfate. In these studies,
the neutron scattering length density profile was determined
of CER-rich phases with a short periodicity (27–29). In
some studies, CER EOS and a single (deuterated) fatty
acid were also included, which allowed the localization of
the deuterated fatty acid in the unit cell of the phases formed
by these simplified mixtures (29).

In this article, we investigate the SPP of SC in more
detail, using a complex lipid mixture of synthetic CERs,
CHOL, and FFAs that closely mimics the SPP observed in
stratum corneum (18). The aim is to obtain information on
the localization and conformation of CER NS in the SPP.
We chose CER NS because it is the most abundant CER
subclass in the model mixture. As CER EOS is crucial for
the formation of the LPP (31), it is excluded from these
mixtures. In the studies focused on the conformation and
localization of CER NS in the SPP, part of the CER NS is
replaced by CER NS with a perdeuterated acyl chain
(dCER NS). First, the neutron scattering length density
profile of the SPP is determined by using contrast variation.
In the second part of our studies, information on the arrange-
ment of CER NS in the unit cell of the SPP is obtained by
using its partially deuterated counterpart.
FIGURE 2 Neutron diffraction profile of the deuterated sample at 100%

RH with a buffer of 100% D2O. The reflections of the SPP are indicated by

Roman numbers I–III and a reflection of crystalline CHOL is indicated by

an asterisk.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Synthetic CER NS (C24), dCER NS (C24), Cer NP (C24), CER AS (C24),

CER NP (C16), and CER AP (C24) were generously provided by Cosmo-

ferm (Delft, The Netherlands). The number given in parentheses denotes
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1481–1489
the number of carbon (C) atoms in the acyl chain of the ceramides. All

the lipids studied were acyl-chain saturated. The palmitic acid (C16:0),

stearic acid (C18:0), arachidic acid (C20:0), behenic acid (C22:0), tricosa-

noic acid (C23:0), lignoceric acid (C24:0), cerotic acid (C26:0), cholesterol,

and acetate buffer salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie

(Schnelldorf, Germany). The silicon substrates were cut from a wafer (P/

Boron (110), thickness 380 5 10 mm) obtained from Okmetic (Vantaa,

Finland). All organic solvents used were of analytical grade and manufac-

tured by Labscan (Dublin, Ireland). The water used was of Millipore

quality.
Preparation of the lipid models

For preparation of the model with protonated lipids, synthetic CER, CHOL,

and FFAwere used. The following synthetic CER composition was selected

(see also Fig. 1): CER NS C24, CER NP C24, CER AS C24, CER NP C16,

and CER AP C24 in a 60:19:5:11:6 molar ratio which, apart from the

absence of CER EOS, closely resembles the CER composition in pig SC

(32). For the free fatty acids mixture (FFA), the following composition

was selected: C16:0, C18:0, C20:0, C22:0, C23:0, C24:0, and C26:0 at

molar ratios of 1.8, 4.0, 7.7, 42.6, 5.2, 34.7, and 4.1, respectively. This chain

length distribution is based on the FFA composition in human SC (21). To

achieve the desired 1:1:1 ratio of CER/CHOL/FFA, for each model the

appropriate amounts of individual lipids were dissolved in chloroform/

methanol (2:1) and combined into one solution with a final lipid concentra-

tion of ~10 mg/mL. This solution was sprayed over an area of 1 � 3.8 cm2

on a silicon substrate using a Camag Linomat IV sample applicator (Mut-

tenz, Switzerland). The spraying rate was 5 mL/min and the solvent was

evaporated by a stream of nitrogen gas. The silicon substrate with applied

lipid film was then equilibrated twice for 10 min at a temperature of

~80�C. After each heating step the sample was cooled to room temperature

over ~30 min. After equilibration, the lipid layer was immersed in acetate

buffer (50 mM, pH 5) and kept at 37�C for 24 h to achieve maximum hydra-

tion. After the hydration step, the sample was kept at 100% RH until

measured in neutron diffraction. This sample preparation leads to oriented

multilayers with a low mosaicity, as is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

The same preparation method was used for the model in which 30 mol %

of the CER NS was replaced by dCERNS. This deuterated sample contains,

in total, 2.5 mol % of deuterated lipids. For the determination of the signs of

the structure factors, acetate buffers containing 0, 33, 67, and 100% D2O

were used. When a neutron diffraction measurement of a sample at

a selected H2O/D2O ratio was completed, the sample was exposed to
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a buffer with another H2O/D2O ratio for a period of 24 h at 37�C and subse-

quently mounted in the chamber for the next neutron diffraction measure-

ment. This procedure was repeated until the sample was measured with

all four H2O/D2O buffer concentrations.
Weighing of the samples to determine
the hydration level

To determine the degree of hydration of the mixtures, all samples were

weighed in a dry state (24 h dehydration over P2O5) and then in a fully

hydrated state (see procedure above) using a Sartorius SE 2 microbalance

(Nieuwegein, The Netherlands). This was performed for both the proton-

ated (in duplicate) and deuterated samples (in triplicate) and the weighing

procedure of each sample was repeated three times.
X-ray diffraction experiments

Before the neutron diffraction measurements were performed, the equili-

bration temperature and equilibration period of the lipid mixtures during

sample preparation were optimized to form only one lamellar phase with

maximum orientation parallel to the silicon support. The samples were

measured by x-ray diffraction. An X’pert Pro-Alpha Diffractometer from

PANalytical (Almelo, The Netherlands) was used equipped with a sealed

Cu x-ray tube, 0.01 rad primary and secondary Soller slits, and an elliptical

mirror that produces a convergent beam of Cu Ka1 and Ka2 radiation with

wavelengths of, respectively, 1.5406 and 1.5444 Å. The analysis of the one-

dimensional diffraction patterns was the same as described previously (19).
Neutron diffraction experiments

Experiments were performed on the D16 diffractometer at the Institute

Laue-Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France) operating at l ¼ 4.75 Å in the

reflection mode. Samples were mounted on a goniometer placed in a sealed

temperature-controlled aluminum humidity chamber in the presence of an

acetate buffer bath to maintain constant maximum humidity. The tempera-

ture in the chamber was kept at 25�C during the measurements. The sample

to detector distance was 1.0 m. The intensity of the diffracted beam was re-

corded by a position-sensitive two-dimensional 3He detector with 128 �
128 channels and 2 mm resolution between channels. The two-dimensional

detector readout was integrated in the vertical direction, which results in

a one-dimensional intensity projection as a function of the detector channel

position (2q).

Intensitieson thedetector surfacewere correctedbynormalization toawater

calibration and by subtraction of the empty chamber background. The

measurement time per sample varied between 7 and 12 h, depending on the

signal/noise ratio during the measurements. A longer measurement time was

used for the higher diffraction orders (i.e., 3–5). The lamellar spacing (d)

was obtained by fitting the peak positions (in 2q) of all diffraction orders (h)

according to Bragg’s law: 2dsinq ¼ hl. Data analysis was performed using

the ILL in-house software LAMP (33). Since it was not possible to integrate

over the complete range in u (due to cut off by the substrate and due to the

u-range used in the measurements), we chose to integrate only the peak inten-

sitiesoriginating from the lamellae-orientedparallel to the silicon support. This

was achievedbyselectingonly the small angle high intensitypart of the diffrac-

tion peaks at sample rotations of U¼ �0.1, 0.0, and þ0.1� around the Bragg
angle (see also Fig. 2).A summing of these pixel intensities resulted in the total

peak intensity value (Ih). Using this integrationmethod, we obtain an excellent

signal/noise ratio. Then, the structure factor amplitudes jFhj were calculated
from the total peak intensity (Ih) by

jFhj ¼ AhðqÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h , Ih

p
; (1)

where Ah is the correction factor for sample absorption, which can be calcu-

lated via (34)
A ðqÞ ¼ 1

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sinq

�
1� exp

��2mL
��s

: (2)
h
2mL sinq

In this equation, q is the Bragg angle, m the linear attenuation coefficient,

and L the thickness of the lipid film. With a lipid density of ~0.87 g/cm3

and weight of 10 mg in an area of 3.8 cm2, the thickness of the lipid film

(L) was calculated to be ~30 mm. The linear attenuation coefficient was

calculated from the wavelength used in combination with the density

and the chemical composition of the lipid film (35). For the protonated

sample, m ranges from 5.48 to 5.09 cm�1 for 0–100% D2O, respectively,

and for the deuterated sample, m ¼ 5.03 to 4.65 cm�1. The error in jFhj
was determined from the standard deviation of the summed pixel intensi-

ties (sI) by

DjFhj ¼ Ah , sIh

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h , Ih

p : (3)

If the unit cell of the SPP bilayer is centrosymmetric, the phases of the struc-

ture factors are either 0 or p. For this situation, the structure factors display

a linear correlation as function ofH2O:D2O ratio (34). For a hydrated bilayer,

we may assume that water is distributed near the hydrophilic headgroups, at

the boundaries of the unit cell.Mathematically, a Gaussianwater distribution

at the boundaries of the unit cell (5d/2) results in structure factor signs for

the water layer being � þ � þ �. Because the water structure factors are

defined as the structure factors at 100% D2O minus that at 100% H2O, the

signs of the structure factors can be determined from the plot of the

H2O/D2O contrast versus the obtained structure factor amplitudes jFhj.
The procedure is as follows: The sign of Fh must be chosen such that Fh at

100% D2O minus Fh at 0% D2O results in the correct sign for the hth order

of the water layer structure factor.

When the structure factor phase signs are determined, the neutron

scattering length density profile for the SPP bilayer, r(x), can be calculated

via a Fourier transform of the structure factors (36),

rðxÞ ¼ 2

d

X
h

Fhcosð2phx=dÞ; (4)

where x is the direction normal to the bilayer surface. The significance of

features in the density profile can be visualized by the error in the scattering

length density, depicted in the equation (37)

DrðxÞ ¼ 2t

d

"X
h

ðDFhÞ2cos2ð2phx=dÞ
#1=2

; (5)

where t is Student’s t-statistic. The error in the structure factors (DFh) was

determined with Eq. 3. A 99.7% confidence limit for the scattering length

density was obtained by using a Student’s t-statistic of t ¼ 2.97.

Furthermore, after a normalization of the patterns by setting the sum of

the structure factor amplitudes (F1–F5) equal for the protonated and deuter-

ated sample, the difference density profile (resulting from the deuterated

CER NS tails) can be calculated by subtracting the density of the protonated

sample from that of the deuterated sample. To obtain an absolute scaling for

the density patterns the total scattering length density (F0) must be deter-

mined and additional information on the features in the difference density

pattern is needed. F0 was calculated using the chemical composition and the

mass density of the sample (38,39).
RESULTS

Optimal sample preparation

Before neutron measurements were performed, the samples
were assessed by x-ray diffraction measurements to ensure
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1481–1489
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a proper lamellar organization and orientation. Our original
procedure of equilibrating the samples twice for 1 h at
a temperature slightly above the onset of melting, followed
by cooling to room temperature, resulted not only in reflec-
tions attributed to the SPP, but also in reflections attributed
to an additional phase with a repeat distance of 4.4 nm (see
Fig. S1 A in the Supporting Material). To examine the
formation of this additional phase in more detail, the sample
was heated during which diffraction curves were recorded.
At 80�C the diffraction peaks attributed to this additional
phase disappeared. A subsequent cooling to room tempera-
ture resulted in a diffraction pattern with reflections attrib-
uted to the SPP with a repeat distance of 5.4 nm and
crystalline CHOL only (see Fig. S1 B). Based on these
results, the lipid mixtures for the neutron diffraction studies
were equilibrated for 10 min at a temperature of ~80�C.
Number of water molecules per lipid molecule

Increasing the D2O concentration in the hydration buffer re-
sulted in a moderate increase in neutron scattering signal,
indicating that a relatively low number of water molecules
are present in the sample. To determine the amount of water
in the samples, the samples are weighed with a microbalance
in dry and hydrated state. As expected, between the proton-
ated and deuterated samples no difference in the hydration
level was observed. The resulting water/lipid molar ratio
determined by weighing is 1.91 5 0.42, which indicates
that in the lipid mixtures ~2 water molecules are present
per lipid molecule.
Neutron diffraction pattern

In Fig. 2, a typical example of a diffraction pattern is shown
of the mixture containing dCER NS hydrated at 100% D2O.
Three reflections that can be attributed to the SPP are visible
at scattering angles of 2q ¼ 5.13, 10.16, and 15.29�, corre-
sponding to a repeat distance of d ¼ 5.36 5 0.04 nm. In
addition, one reflection attributed to crystalline CHOL is
visible at 2q ¼ 8.0�. The maximum intensity of the SPP
third diffraction order is not visible in Fig. 2, as it is located
at the sample rotation of U ¼ 7.65�, which is recorded at the
second detector position (not shown). The diffraction
pattern of the SPP reveals very sharp peaks indicating that
TABLE 1 Structure factor amplitudes with errors and absorption c

[D2O] F(1) A1 F(2) A2

Protonated

sample

0% 41.23 5 0.08 1.191 19.67 5 0.13 1.094 13

33% 62.83 5 0.11 1.186 33.72 5 0.08 1.092 22

67% 80.82 5 0.13 1.182 46.56 5 0.10 1.090 33

100% 97.22 5 0.15 1.177 58.39 5 0.11 1.088 42

0% 43.68 5 0.11 1.175 26.04 5 0.09 1.087 13

Deuterated

sample

33% 57.52 5 0.11 1.170 39.33 5 0.11 1.084 22

67% 64.57 5 0.13 1.166 44.72 5 0.10 1.082 25

100% 81.48 5 0.15 1.161 59.71 5 0.14 1.080 35
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a higher number of lipid lamellae is oriented parallel to
the substrate surface as compared to other orientations.
The mosaicity of the parallel-ordered lamellae was calcu-
lated (taking the full width at half-maximum of a Gaussian
fit to the sharp peak in U for orders 1–5) to be 0.275 5
0.014�. A very similar pattern is observed for the protonated
sample. The second reflection of CHOL is too low in inten-
sity to be visible in Fig. 2 and its maximum intensity is
located at a higher sample rotation of U ¼ 8.0�, also re-
corded at the second detector position. After integration of
the peak at this second detector position, the second order
of CHOL was determined at 2q ¼ 16.0�. This reflection
did not overlap with the third-order reflection of the SPP.
Determination of the phase signs

The absolute structure factor amplitudes with correspond-
ing errors and absorption correction factors are calculated
from the diffraction patterns using Eqs. 1–3. They are
provided in Table 1. As shown in the table, the errors in
the structure factor amplitudes are small. The linear fits of
the structure factor amplitudes with the H2O/D2O ratio
are displayed in Fig. 3, A and B, for the protonated and
deuterated sample, respectively. From these fits, it is clear
that the structure factors correlate linearly with the H2O/
D2O ratio, demonstrating that the lipids in the SPP form
a centrosymmetric structure—and this is also true when
CER NS is partially substituted by dCER NS. Furthermore,
clear differences are observed between the structure factors
of the protonated sample and those of the deuterated
sample, which indicates a difference between their scat-
tering length density profiles.

The phase signs are obtained from the H2O/D2O plots as
follows: A Gaussian water distribution is assumed near the
lipid headgroups at the unit cell boundaries (5d/2). The
phase signs for the structure factors of this water layer
are, according to its distribution,�þ �þ�. Subsequently,
because the water layer structure factors are defined as the
total structure factors at 100% D2O minus those at 0%
D2O, the structure factor phase signs for the protonated
and deuterated sample can be deduced (see Fig. 3, A and
B). Because the structure factor amplitudes at 100% D2O
in Fig. 3, A and B, are all higher than those at 0% D2O,
the structure factor signs of both the protonated and
orrection factors

F(3) A3 F(4) A4 F(5) A5

.99 5 0.09 1.063 14.17 5 0.11 1.047 5.19 5 0.25 1.038

.65 5 0.08 1.061 24.52 5 0.08 1.046 12.65 5 0.11 1.037

.91 5 0.09 1.060 33.27 5 0.08 1.045 18.37 5 0.10 1.036

.64 5 0.08 1.058 40.96 5 0.07 1.044 24.93 5 0.06 1.035

.99 5 0.09 1.058 18.03 5 0.11 1.043 6.10 5 0.22 1.035

.45 5 0.08 1.056 25.52 5 0.11 1.042 9.80 5 0.24 1.034

.97 5 0.08 1.055 30.60 5 0.10 1.041 14.21 5 0.09 1.033

.96 5 0.08 1.053 38.48 5 0.10 1.040 19.56 5 0.11 1.032



FIGURE 4 (A) Scattering length density profile of the SPP in the proton-

ated sample (solid line). (B) Scattering length density profile of the SPP in

the deuterated sample (solid line). (Dotted lines) The 99.7% confidence

interval.

FIGURE 3 (A) Linear fits of the structure factor amplitudes of the proton-

ated sample with the ratio of H2O/D2O in the hydration buffer. (B) Linear

correlation of the structure factor amplitudes of the deuterated sample

with the H2O/D2O ratio. The error bars represent the standard deviations.
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deuterated sample are also � þ � þ �, for diffraction
orders 1–5, respectively.
Scattering length density profiles

The neutron scattering length density profiles of the SPP at
0% D2O concentration in the protonated and deuterated
samplewere calculated usingEq. 4. The profiles are displayed
in Fig. 4, A and B, for the protonated and deuterated sample,
respectively,with a 99.7%confidence interval calculatedwith
Eq. 5. The profile of the protonated sample displays a high
density at the boundaries of the unit cell, a low density in
the center, and a submaximum at �1.5 and þ1.5 nm from
the center. Minima in the profile are located at �0.75
and þ0.75 nm from the center. The profile of the deuterated
sample is very similar to that of the protonated sample, except
for an elevated density in the center of the unit cell.

Subsequently, both density patterns are normalized and
a difference density pattern is calculated by subtracting
the protonated from the deuterated pattern. This difference
profile represents the density of the deuterated acyl chains.
The resulting difference pattern displays an elevated density
in the center of the unit cell. To put the density patterns on
an absolute scale as described in the Materials and Methods,
we use information on the molecular structure given by the
shape of the difference density pattern as follows: The
dCER NS is deuterated along the total length of the acyl
chain (D47). Because the acyl chain is also located in the
headgroup region (see Fig. 1) and the intermembrane space
is very small (~0.1 nm), the neutron scattering length
density is expected to increase throughout the entire length
of the unit cell. Because the shape of the difference density
pattern only displays an elevation in the center of the unit
cell, this indicates an interdigitation of deuterated acyl
chains in the center of the unit cell. We use this information
to scale the difference pattern so that the density (D-H) in
the center of the unit cell (resulting from two overlapping
acyl chains) is exactly twice the density in the remaining
part of the unit cell (resulting from a single acyl chain). In
Fig. 5 the protonated, deuterated, and difference density
patterns are displayed on an absolute density scale. It
must be emphasized that the scaling procedure has no influ-
ence on the shape of the difference density pattern, only on
the range of the scattering length density on the y axis.
DISCUSSION

In human SC the lipids form two lamellar phases referred to
as the LPP and SPP (3–7,40). Very recently, the electron
density profile of the unit cell in the LPP was calculated
by means of x-ray diffraction studies (14). These studies
indicated that in the unit cell of the LPP the lipids are orga-
nized in three layers that are almost equal in width. This
lipid arrangement, which is very characteristic for the lipid
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1481–1489



FIGURE 5 Scattering length density profiles of the SPP in the protonated

sample (solid line) and deuterated sample (dashed line) and their difference

profile (dotted line) plotted on an absolute density scale. A possible arrange-

ment of the dCER NS molecules in the SPP bilayer is also presented.
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organization in SC, is dictated by the molecular architecture
of CER EOS. These studies also demonstrated that the lipid
organization of mixtures prepared from either synthetic
CER mixtures or isolated CER mixtures is very similar to
that in SC, not only with respect to the repeat distances of
the lipid phases, but also with respect to the electron density
profile of the unit cell of the LPP. The aim of this study was
to gain more insight into the molecular structure of the SPP.

It is well known that the repeat distances of the lamellar
phases in mixtures prepared from CERs, CHOL, and FFAs
are very insensitive to hydration and that especially for the
SPP only a limited number of diffraction orders are obtained
with x-ray diffraction. Therefore it is difficult to obtain an
electron density profile by x-ray diffraction analysis. In
addition, by using a deuterated lipid in neutron experiments,
information can be obtained about the arrangement of this
lipid in the unit cell. For this reason it was decided to
perform neutron diffraction studies, as this permits contrast
variation by changing the H2O/D2O ratio to obtain the phase
signs of the structure factors of the various diffraction
orders. Using this method we were able to calculate the scat-
tering length density profile of the SPP. However, our final
goal is to obtain information on the arrangement of the
CER in the unit cell. Therefore we partly replaced the
(most abundant) CER NS in the lipid mixture by dCER
NS to determine the position of the acyl chain in the unit
cell. To the authors’ knowledge, these are the first neutron
diffraction measurements reported for a lipid mixture that
closely mimics the SPP in SC.

In our previous studies, using x-ray diffraction onmixtures
with CER, CHOL, and FFA prepared in the absence of CER
EOS, we were able to form the SPP and partly phase-sepa-
rated crystalline CHOL without the presence of additional
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1481–1489
phases. However, during the sample preparation for the
neutron diffraction experiments, in which we used silicon
as the supporting substrate, the equilibration method had to
be adjusted to obtain only the SPP and phase-separated crys-
talline CHOL. Our studies demonstrate that the formation of
an additional 4.4-nmphase can be avoided by equilibration of
the sample at ~10�C above the melting region of the lipid
mixture. The presence of the CHOL is not avoided, as
phase-separated crystalline CHOL is also present in SC
(3,4,41) and the diffraction peaks of CHOL do not interfere
with those of the SPP. In previous studies it was shown that
at a ratio of CER/CHOL/FFA of 1:0.4:1, CHOL is incorpo-
rated in the lamellar phases (unpublished data). From this
we may conclude that CHOL is partly dissolved in the
lamellar phases. In studies using mixtures with only a few
CERs, CHOL, and a single fatty acid, phase separation of
the fatty acid fraction has been reported (29,42,43). However,
the mixtures in the latter studies contained a lower number of
CER subclasses and only a single fatty acid. Either a
mismatch between the CER and fatty acid chain lengths or
a different equilibration procedure most probably causes
the phase separation in thesemixtures.We not onlymeasured
the lamellar phases of ourmixtures, but we also examined the
lateral packing with infrared spectroscopy (unpublished
results). Therewas no indication of phase separation between
FFA and CER within the lateral packing of the SPP. This
suggests that rather homogenous mixtures are formed—not
only with respect to the lamellar phase behavior, but also
with respect to the lateral packing.
Hydration level of the lipid mixtures

In previous studies on SC or SC lipid models it has been
observed that, even at 100% humidity, the repeat distance
of the lipid lamellae is almost insensitive to the level of
hydration, suggesting that very little water is present in
the headgroup region (12,18,44). Our studies show that
based on weight measurements, ~2 water molecules are
present per lipid molecule. This is a very low hydration level
as compared to phospholipid bilayers, which can contain up
to 12 (in the gel phase) or even 35 (in the fluid phase) water
molecules per lipid molecule (36). In a related study on a SC
model mixture with CER EOS, CER AP, CHOL, and pal-
mitic acid, the number of water molecules per lipid mole-
cule was estimated to be only 1, based on the available
intermembrane space and the molecular volume of H2O
(29). Because of the limited amount of water in the head-
group region, ceramide-containing mixtures are less sensi-
tive to the H2O/D2O contrast variation. However, in this
study the change in the structure factor values was signifi-
cant when increasing the D2O level from 0 to 100%. This
allowed us to determine the phase signs and to calculate
a neutron scattering length density profile for the SPP
with a high precision. Due to the low water levels in the lipid
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mixtures, it was decided to hydrate the samples at 100%
humidity.

The low hydration level of CER-containing mixtures
implies that the hydration level of the SC lipid matrix is
also very low, as compared to phospholipid layers in a cell
membrane. Regarding the barrier function of the lipid
matrix in SC, because the amount of water molecules in
the headgroup region is very low, the penetration for hydro-
philic molecules is expected to be significantly reduced as
compared to crystalline phospholipid membranes. Thus,
the very low hydration level of the SC lipid matrix may
play an important role in the barrier function of the skin.
Bilayer structure of the SPP and the arrangement
of CER NS in the unit cell

When considering the scattering length density profiles for
the unit cell of the SPP, a high density is located at the
boundaries of the unit cell and a low density in the center.
This suggests that the headgroups of the lipids are located
at the boundaries of the unit cell, whereas the hydrocarbon
chains are located in the center. This is similar to the forma-
tion of a typical lipid bilayer driven by hydrophobic-hydro-
philic interactions, as often observed for phospholipid
membranes (45–47). Furthermore, the experimentally ob-
tained repeat distance of 5.36 nm is in excellent agreement
with the bilayer arrangement of twoCERmolecules: the total
length of the extended sphingosine C18 base and C24 acyl
chain, when assuming a 0.127 nm length per C-C bond, is
5.33 nm (48). Therefore it is likely that the CER subclasses
with an acyl chain length of C24 (90% of the CER) dictates
the repeat distance of the SPP unit cell in our systems. This
corresponds with our previous findings that the CER dictate
the formation of the lamellar phases in SC (14,31,49). In
a study by McIntosh et al. (44) on a mixture with isolated
CER from pig SC, consisting of CER/CHOL/palmitic acid
in a 2:1:1 molar ratio, a SPP with a repeat distance of
5.4 nm was also observed. In a study by our group using
similar mixtures with isolated pig CER, CHOL, and FFA
a SPP was observed with a repeat distance of 5.2–5.4 nm de-
pending on the CER/CHOL ratio and the presence of FFAs
(31). Because the mixtures in both studies were prepared in
the absence of pig CER EOS, but with the remaining CER
isolated from pig SC, the observation of a 5.4 nm repeat
distance equals that in our synthetic mixtures, suggesting
that the SPP in our mixtures is very similar to the SPP present
in mixtures prepared with isolated CER.

In a related neutron diffraction study on a mixture with
CER AP, CHOL, cholesterol sulfate, and palmitic acid,
a density profile for a bilayer structure with a smaller peri-
odicity phase of 4.56 nm was presented (27). In that profile
the lowest density is located exactly in the center of the unit
cell, whereas in our profile the lowest density is located
outside the center at a distance of 50.75 nm. This differ-
ence may be explained by the different CER used: The
acyl and sphingosine chains in the CER AP mixture are
equal in length (both C18) and thus no interdigitation is ex-
pected to occur. Therefore in the CER AP mixture the
terminal methyl groups are located in the center of the
bilayer, resulting in a low density region at this location.
In contrast, in our mixtures the acyl and sphingosine chains
are not equal in length, being C24 and C18, respectively.
This difference in chain length is likely to result in an inter-
digitation of the acyl chains, which could explain the
slightly elevated density observed in the center of the unit
cell. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5, in which an arrangement
of dCER NS molecules is displayed (discussed into more
detail below). The interdigitation is in agreement with the
lower density regions on both sides of the elevated density
in the center of the unit cell (at50.75 nm), as these minima
correlate with the positions of the terminal CH3 groups of
the acyl and sphingosine chains.

The submaxima in the scattering length density profile
located at �1.5 and þ1.5 nm from the center of the unit
cell may be correlated to a superimposition of CHOL and
the methylene chains of CER and FFA. This is similar to
the submaxima observed in the profile of the CER AP
mixture at 51.3 nm from the center of the unit cell, which
were also correlated to a superimposition of methylene
chains and CHOL (32). Previously, for phosphatidylcholine
molecules with unequal chain lengths of C10 and C18,
a bilayer arrangement with interdigitating chains was also
suggested (45), supporting our arrangement for the CER.

As far as the arrangement of the CER in the bilayer is
concerned, in previous studies an asymmetric fully extended
arrangement is suggested for CER NP (50,51). Whether an
asymmetric arrangement also occurs in mixtures prepared
with CER, CHOL, and FFA can be deduced from our data.

First of all, the magnitude of the structure factors corre-
lates linearly with the D2O concentration, which is only
observed in systems with a centrosymmetric unit cell.
When dealing with only protonated mixtures this observa-
tion does not provide conclusive information, as also in
the asymmetric fully extended configuration of the CER
a symmetric unit cell is expected. However, when the
mixture is prepared with dCER NS, an asymmetric fully
extended configuration of the CER will result in an asym-
metric density distribution for the deuterated tails (see
Fig. 6 A). But because a linear relationship between struc-
ture factors and D2O concentration is observed using this
mixture, a symmetric unit cell must be present.

Secondly, the elevated density observed in the center of the
dCER NS profile can only result from an interdigitation of
dCER NS tails in the center of the unit cell, which is only
possible when assuming a symmetric arrangement of the
CERNS.Therefore, theCERmustbe arranged symmetrically,
either in the hairpin or in the fully extended configuration.

These two arrangements are schematically depicted in
Fig. 6, B and C. However, with the current data it is not
possible to determine whether the CER NS is in the fully
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1481–1489



FIGURE 6 (A) Schematic of asymmetrically arranged fully extended

dCER NS in the unit cell of the SPP. (B) Symmetric arrangement of fully

extended dCER NS molecules in the unit cell of the SPP. (C) Symmetric

arrangement in the unit cell with dCER NS in the hairpin configuration.

Only in the arrangements presented in panels B and C are the deuterated

acyl chains interdigitating, resulting in the difference profile that is also

displayed in the figure.
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extended configuration or in the hairpin configuration, for
the following reasons: In the CER-containing mixtures,
the water level between the headgroups is ~2 water mole-
cules per lipid, resulting in a very small intermembrane
space. In addition, the expected width of a single unfolded
headgroup (fully extended conformation) is almost equal
to the expected width of two headgroups in the hairpin
conformation. Therefore, considering that the maximum
resolution in the scattering length density profile is
0.54 nm (d/2hmax) and the full width at half-maximum of
the high density region in the unit cell is 1 nm, it is impos-
sible to distinguish between the two configurations. Thus,
the CER molecules in the SPP bilayer structure may be
either in the hairpin, or in the fully extended configuration.

Our studies show that a 5.4-nm lamellar phase is formed
that consists of homogeneously mixed CER, CHOL, and
FFA. This is important for the skin barrier function, because
different lipid domains may lead to an increase in the diffu-
sivity in these lipid membranes. In addition, the low hydra-
tion level of the lamellar phase suggests a poor hydrophilic
pathway, which minimizes the permeation of hydrophilic
compounds across these lamellar phases. Furthermore, the
symmetric arrangement observed for the bilayer arrange-
ment of the SPP, excluding the fully extended asymmetric
arrangement, may also exist in the LPP because this phase
is prepared using the same CER subclasses, with the excep-
tion of CER EOS being present only in the LPP.
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1481–1489
We may compare our results obtained for the CER in SC
lipid models to the role of CER in cell membranes: Previ-
ously, monolayers of CER/CHOL in varying ratios were
examined to gain insight into the formation of lipid rafts
(52). In that study it was concluded that the CER/CHOL
mixtures form a crystalline phase with the CER configured
in a hairpin structure. This is in agreement with our findings
for the CER/CHOL/FFA mixture and it may suggest that
a configuration in the hairpin structure is preferred over
a fully extended configuration of the CER.
CONCLUSIONS

A mixture that, apart from the absence of CER EOS, closely
mimics the lipid composition in SC was examined by
neutron diffraction. The high-resolution density distribution
for the 5.36-nm lamellar phase in this mixture demonstrated
a bilayer arrangement. The symmetry in the unit cell and the
shape of the density profile of deuterated CER NS excluded
an asymmetric fully extended arrangement of CER NS in
the bilayer. To our knowledge, it is the first time that neutron
diffraction studies were performed using deuterated CER
providing insights into the arrangement of the SPP.
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